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T  ake a moment and think about it. You have the 
privilege of picking up a Bible and reading it in the 
language of your birth. Yet at this moment millions 
are spiritually “starving” for God’s Word.

Nearly one-third of the world’s languages don’t even have one 
verse of the Bible. Every year more than 2.4 million people 
die in these language communities without hearing or reading 
the promises of God’s Word in their mother tongue.

At the historical rate of translation, it could take another 150 
years to see the Bible come alive in these people groups. 
I’m sure you will agree this just shouldn’t be! That is why The Seed 
Company, working with Wycliffe Bible Translators, has made a 
commitment to the Last Languages Campaign and Vision 2025: to 
begin Bible translation in every language where it’s needed by the 
year 2025.

With national partners in key leadership roles in every Seed 
Company project, we have successfully launched more than 500 
translation projects over the last 15 years. The Seed Company 
is committed to develop new techniques that accelerate Bible 
translation while maintaining quality and reducing costs. Since 
1999 we have facilitated over 50 percent of all Bible translation 
startups worldwide.

Our passion is to see God’s Word available for every language in 
this generation. Because we focus on empowering nationals and 
working closely with other ministries, the translated Scriptures 
can be used almost immediately for evangelism and discipleship. 
Scripture portions are available within months instead of years.

We are witnessing one of the most powerful movements of God in 
the history of the world. He wants people everywhere to hear His 
Word – the Good News – in the language they understand best.

The strategies are in place and God is raising up committed people 
and resources worldwide to implement them. I invite you to join us, 
as we join Him, in getting the Scriptures to those still waiting.

Roy L. Peterson 
President/CEO of The Seed Company
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We are witnessing 

one of the 

most powerful 

movements of 

God in the history 

of the world.



 Why Bible Translation?      
Try to imagine life without God’s 
Word. No hope. No promises. No clear 
understanding of who God is or what 
He’s done for us. No concept of His 
unconditional love and Good News.

This is the actual situation for almost 
200 million people in our world. It’s 
astounding to realize that more than 
2,200 languages across the globe don’t 
have the Scriptures—not even one verse.

The people—individuals, not just 
language groups – don’t have the means of evangelism, the 
foundation for discipleship, or the key to social and cultural change.

Critical for Evangelism

The Great Commission of Christ was not a suggestion; it was 
a command. “Go and make disciples of all nations…” Making 
disciples starts with evangelism. Each person must understand and 
accept the message of forgiveness and redemption through Christ.

Hearing the Good News and reading God’s Word in one’s own 
language breaks down any barriers to comprehension. It also 
communicates: God is not foreign; He speaks my language!

God spoke the material world into existence using words. Then, 
when the time was right, “the Word became !esh and dwelt among 
us.” The heart language of God is Jesus Christ, and He wants the 
world to truly hear and understand what He said.

A Beautiful Example

In East Asia, the International Mission Board 

(IMB) requested help from !e Seed Company 

to translate the Gospel of Luke into two 

languages. For several years, IMB workers 

had tried using the national language, then a 

regional language, to reach two communities, 

but received absolutely no response. Within a 

few months of opening the Luke project, team 

members took a rough draft of the first few 

chapters into the community for checking. 

One after another, upon hearing God’s truth 

in their own language, the same previously 

unresponsive people came to Christ. Now the 

new believers are eager to have more of God’s 

Word in their mother tongue.
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Foundation for Discipleship

What would your faith be like without the Scriptures in your 
language? How would you, your family and your church grow as 
followers of Christ? You know how vital the Scriptures are for your 
faith – for your church. Unfortunately, in many countries Scripture 
is only available or used in national or regional languages. Imagine 
just how dif"cult it is for pastors trying to communicate the 
important messages of the Scripture in a language their people 
don’t understand. 

A Boma translator in East Asia explained recently, “The Scripture 
needs to be translated into the Boma language because sometimes 
it’s difficult for lay people to understand, for instance, the words of 
Paul…When people want to [understand] the Bible, they wait until 
they get to church [expecting the pastor, who reads from the national 
language translation, to explain it to them]. They can’t understand on 
their own, so they just give up.”

Vague or foreign Scriptures can lead to misunderstandings, 
ineffective witness, stunted spiritual growth, super"ciality and 
even heresy. It is more than strategic to provide churches with the 
Scriptures in the mother tongue – it is life-changing.

Essential for Church Planting

Starting new churches becomes much more dif"cult when the 
Scriptures are not available. Imagine starting a church in your 

neighborhood using a Bible in 
your second language and not 
in the heart language of the 
people you’re trying to reach.

In the Pangsu state of South 
Asia, where dozens of large 
people groups are located, 
church planters understood 
how meaningful the local 
languages are to the many 
people groups there. They 
asked for help and The Seed 
Company, along with other 

agencies, formed a partnership to provide the Scripture and other 
tools for evangelism, church growth and discipleship. The model 
being tested there could potentially be replicated in 300 unreached 
people groups in South Asia.

It is more than strategic 

to provide churches 

with the Scriptures in 

the mother tongue— 

it is life-changing.
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Key to Social and Cultural 
Change

When God’s Word takes root in a 
community, it produces powerful 
change. Since Bible translation requires 
an established writing system, many 
projects are now able to produce 
mother-toungue literature dealing with 
subjects such as AIDS and the biblical 
values surrounding sexual purity.

The Bible addresses the major issues 
of the human heart as well as our 
interaction with others, including social 
justice, sanctity of life, personal worth 
and the values of honesty and fairness.

In addition, Scripture promotes literacy 
and offers freedom from oppressive belief systems and harmful 
customs. Positive social and cultural changes result when God 
begins to conform a people to the image of His Son.

In the Philippines, a Majukayong man went against family pressure 
and social custom, refusing 
to avenge his brother’s death 
through revenge killing because 
Scripture had changed his 
perspective.

In the Aché community of 
Paraguay, people stopped 
burying living children with their 
dead parents after they read 
what God’s Word had to say.

In the Denya project in 
Cameroon, desire to read 
Scripture is fueling motivation 
for literacy in a place where 
reading has never been valued. Not only will this allow them to grow 
spiritually, but it will also help prevent others from exploiting them 
in the marketplace.

!ere is nothing more radical, nothing more 

revolutionary, and nothing more subversive 

against injustice and oppression, than the Bible.

– A"#$%&'$() D*'+(,- T./.  

   Nobel Peace Prize winner  

  !e Bible promotes 

literacy and o"ers 

freedom from 

oppressive belief 

systems and harmful 

customs.
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 Why Now?         
We live in a time of unparalleled opportunity. 
This generation has the unique privilege of 
being involved in the completion of a task 
that has taken 2,000 years—bringing God’s 
Word to every language. The need is urgent. 
The opportunity is now.

The True Urgency

More than 2,200 languages, representing 
nearly 200 million people, still need the  
Scriptures. From these language communities,  
more than 2.4 million people die annually 
without hearing or reading God’s Word.

At the historical pace of translation, it 
would take multiple generations before the last remaining language 
community would have access to any Scripture—the year 2150. If it 
takes that long, 350 million people might never hear of God’s love in 
the language they understand.

A Turning Point

The Seed Company has made a renewed and urgent commitment to 
accelerate the pace and rate of new language translations.

For the "rst time in history, we are counting down the translation 
needs. The end is in sight. The task is quanti"able, and speci"c 
plans are in process to "nish it!

More than ever, the time is right for completing the Bible translation 
task:

New technology offers better overseas communication as well as 
improved translation tools.

A growing workforce of mother-tongue translators desperately 
wants to provide the Scriptures for their own people.

New strategies provide organized plans for "nishing the job. 

Strong partnerships assure needed resources, both material and 
spiritual.

Now we, along with 

the worldwide church,  

are participating in  

the fastest acceleration 

of the pace of Bible 

translation ever...

A Time to  
Accelerate

God has placed The  
Seed Company in  
a position to move 
Bible translation 
forward in a way the 
church has never 
seen before. Listen 
to how Wycliffe 
USA President Bob 
Creson explains the 
critical role The Seed 
Company plays in that movement: 

“We join our efforts with the global family of Wycliffe-affiliated 
organizations in the Last Languages Initiative, working together to 
finish the job in this generation.

“Every year since our founding we’ve identified more translation 
needs, so that no matter how fast we’ve begun new programs, the 

number of translation needs has always increased.

“But in 1999, something historic happened: 
the pace of discovering new languages slowed 
to the point that, as we continued to begin 
new programs, the number of Bible translation 
needs actually started dropping! At the same 
time, God renewed our sense of urgency to see 

a Bible translation program started for every language needing 
one by the year 2025. Now we, along with the worldwide church, 
are participating in the fastest acceleration of the pace of Bible 
translation ever witnessed.

“The Seed Company, an integral part of Wycliffe USA, has been at the 
forefront of this acceleration. A visionary pioneer in forming limited 
partnerships for Bible translation and in developing new techniques 
for accelerating the pace of Bible translation while maintaining 
the quality and reducing the cost, it has led by example. Through 
partnerships, [The Seed Company] has facilitated over 50 percent of 
worldwide Bible translation program starts since 1999.”

Mainland Asia 
522 remaining languages need 

translation

Indo-Pacific
707 remaining languages 

need translation

Nigeria & Central Africa 
515 remaining languages 

need translation
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 Why The Seed Company?   
The Seed Company was launched in 
1993 with a mandate to accelerate 
Bible translation globally. Our mission: 
to complete Bible translations in the 
heart languages of people as we 
partner with national colleagues, prayer 
supporters, investors and like-minded 
organizations. We are passionate 
about accelerating Bible translation for 
immediate impact.

In many language groups there are men 
and women eager to translate the Bible 
for their own people. They desperately 
need training, technical assistance and 
"nancial partnership. Consider these 
situations in Malaita, an island in the 
Solomons:

A church elder has a fetish hanging over his door to protect his 
family from pink eye. He says he’s doing the same thing Moses did 
during the Passover in Egypt.

Another elder rebukes people if they walk through the churchyard 
with heavy loads of "rewood; they are not treating God as holy.

Although Christianity "rst came to the Malaita people in the early 
1900s, they’ve never had the Bible in their mother tongue. Without 
mother-tongue Scripture, churches are paralyzed in their "ght 
against the animistic worldview that lies just below the surface 
of Malaitan thinking. Confused Christians easily fall prey to new 
teachings that sound religious because they can’t understand the 
English Bible pastors commonly read in church.

Our work in Malaita is just one example of worldwide efforts 
to accelerate the translation process so the church and other 
Christian agencies will have the mother-tongue Scripture they so 
urgently need.

In pursuit of our mission, we concentrate on several core 
distinctives that guide our decision making as we seek to honor 
God: Innovation, Effective Partnerships, Strong Leadership and Full 
Accountability.

We are passionate 

about accelerating 

Bible translation for 

immediate impact.
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Innovation

We’re not afraid of change. The Seed 
Company was created out of a need 
to innovate. As founder Bernie May 
explained, “This new strategy [to 
focus on national-led translation] calls 
for a new structure to meet changing 
field needs.”

Pursuing innovation allows us to 
respond to challenges with creative 
solutions for greater effectiveness.

Innovation: Building consultant capacity to keep projects moving

A serious bottleneck occurs when teams "nish Scripture drafts 
and no consultant is available to help with quality checks. To 
address this problem, we started the National Consultant Program 
to identify and train nationals to serve as consultants. These 
consultants review the work of translation teams to assure the 
highest level of quality in every project. Our goal is to train nearly 
200 translation consultants as soon as possible to keep pace with 
the growing number of new projects.

The Seed Company also launched a strategic initiative to prepare 
facilitators, advisors, coaches and trainers (FACT) for Bible 
translation projects. By training mother-tongue translators whose 
projects are already "nished, FACT leverages these valuable assets 
to serve as project managers in neighboring languages.

Underlying the goals of our strategic plan is the commitment to 
leverage limited resources to produce the greatest results. This will 
help create translation capacity for 1,000 language groups over the 
next 10 years.

Creative innovation is a hallmark of The Seed Company as we 
continue to explore new approaches to meet ever-increasing 
challenges. Consider this example from Cote d’Ivoire:

“In our own project, we had several books 
translated on which we had done both village 
testing and comprehension testing. But there 
was no Bible consultant available to check 
them. I realized that many other translation 
teams are in the same situation. I asked myself: 
Who is going to check all these translations? If 
there is no one to check them, what will come  
of it?” –Matthieu Ouattara, Côte d’Ivoire

Innovation: Using technology to support 
remote projects

Challenged with supporting national translators 
in very remote locations, we’re running a 
new pilot project to develop long-distance 
consulting among the Ketning people in a 
mountainous and dif"cult-to-access region of 
Asia. This plan multiplies the effectiveness 
of one consultant through cutting-edge 
technology to bring God’s Word into remote 
areas.

Ketning is the "rst Seed Company project to make extensive use 
of new technology for distance consulting. A single side-band 

radio provides the team with 
more reliable email. Voice 
communications, international 
Skype connection and internet 
access allow real-time viewing 
and editing of computer "les 
between consultants in the 
U.S. and the remote team. 
This reduces the number 
of expensive and dif"cult 
visits while providing timely 

consultant help, keeping the work moving with needed oversight. 
This is providing a new method of consulting in dif"cult-to-access 
areas worldwide.

A new plan leverages 

innovations to bring 

God’s Word into remote 

areas.
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Innovation: Creating flexible project 
designs for maximum impact 

Translation projects are not “one size 
"ts all.” In addition to full-scale Bible 
translations, we design projects that 
meet the needs of the local context. 
One example of this is the Luke 
Partnership, which produces the book 
of Luke, the JESUS "lm and supporting 
materials.

This short-term initiative gives the 
team and the local church a chance 
to learn, build con"dence and gain 
valuable translation experience in an 
empowering environment. We tailor 
initial-goal projects to the speci"c 
community involved. Sometimes 
these are Old Testament portions, 
oral Bible story sets or one portion of 
the New Testament.

To maximize consultant availability, 
we group language projects in 
clusters where possible. Teams meet 

together for common training, to learn from one another, share  
their struggles, pray together and exchange insights. This plan 
minimizes project expenses, allowing multiple teams to share 
facilities and resources.

Innovation: Jump-starting projects with the FIRST Bible Fund

Oftentimes, there is a need for translation projects to begin before 
enough "nancial partners are available to provide total support. To 
build momentum for these new projects, in honor of Dr. Kenneth 
Taylor (translator of the Living Bible), The Seed Company created 
the FIRST Bible Fund to provide the funds needed to begin and 
aggressively pursue as many new translation projects as possible. 
The Buaq project in East Asia is an example of the impact this fund 
is having.

Traditionally, the Buaq people have seen Jesus as a foreign deity, 
offering little help for their many social problems such as gambling, 

!e First Bible Fund 

helps people like 

the Buaq hear God’s 

words sooner, rather 

than later.

drug addiction and AIDS. But as 
members of the Buaq community 
view the recently released JESUS 
"lm in their own language, they see 
Jesus in a whole new way. Many are 
responding positively to the message.

Now is the time for immediate and 
thorough follow-up. Most Buaq people cannot read, so the local 
team is working on audio versions of Acts, Genesis and the Gospel 
of John. The FIRST Bible Fund helps people like the Buaq hear God’s 
words sooner, rather than later.

Effective Partnerships

The Seed Company thrives on partnerships – it’s part of our 
DNA. On the "eld and on the home front, cooperation with like-
minded people and organizations is essential. Field partners serve 
alongside translation teams. Investment partners make their work 
possible.

Strong field partnerships

Field partnerships include those people and organizations working 
to translate, publish, distribute and use the Scriptures. Some of 
our "eld partners include Campus Crusade’s Jesus Film Project, 
Faith Comes By Hearing (FCBH), SIL International, Bible Societies, 
churches and other local ministries. We’re pursuing a strategy of 
translating those portions of Scripture that are most needed by 
our "eld partners in each project. This makes for immediate and 
strategic impact.

For example, in South Asia The Seed Company identi"ed 10 
strategic languages in which to translate Scripture to produce Bible 
stories and "nish the book of Luke. The Bible Societies will assist 
with publication. Then Campus Crusade will produce the JESUS "lm, 
which uses Luke as the script. After that, FCBH can make audio 
recordings and train local people to be listening group leaders. 
Many of these listening groups become cell groups and grow into 
churches.

“I thank God for !e Seed 

Company. !eir mission 

to translate the Bible into 

the heart languages of 

people who do not have 

God’s Word dovetails 

beautifully with that of !e Jesus Film Project®. 

!e outstanding translation work done through 

their national translation teams forms the 

foundation for the production of numerous 

JESUS film translations—making the film 

available to millions of people in their heart 

language.

“Since the inception of our partnership in 1999, 

we have been privileged to experience firsthand 

their spiritual dedication, translation expertise 

and innovative approaches to ministry. Daily, 

people worldwide hear the gospel and receive 

discipleship training as a direct result of our 

close working relationship. We are grateful for 

what has been accomplished so far and look 

forward to ongoing ministry together for Christ 

and His Kingdom.”

–J&+ G"**,,  

  Executive Director, !e Jesus Film Project
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Faith Comes By Hearing (FCBH) provides immediate impact for 
millions of illiterate people. FCBH uses the translated Scriptures to 
provide the audio version on cassette tape or through the digital 
Proclaimer audio player, loaded exclusively with mother-tongue 
Scripture. Especially in places where literacy is not highly valued, 
FCBH’s work offers tools for personal spiritual growth, cell group 
discussion and church planting. People who listen to the Scriptures 
can read along in the printed Word, enhancing reading !uency, while 
reinforcing the truth.

In Jamaica and in the Philippines, we’re working alongside national 
Bible Societies whose personnel are serving in consultant roles. 
Bible Societies also partner to publish the Scriptures in those and 
many other places.

In South Asia, after a storying workshop where speci"c Bible stories 
are translated and prepared in oral story form, victims of severe 
!ooding were still struggling with the aftermath of devastation. 
Dani, a workshop participant, took the mother-tongue Scriptures 
and read them to his people. As they heard God speak their mother 
tongue, those shattered people saw a fresh glimmer of real hope.

The Luke Partnership

Every four seconds, somewhere in the world, another person 
indicates a decision to follow Christ after viewing the JESUS "lm. 
It is the most translated "lm in history and is available in nearly 
1,100 languages. With a cumulative audience in excess of 4 billion, 
its producers believe the JESUS "lm may also be the most watched 
"lm ever produced.

The Seed Company partners with the Jesus Film Project to produce 
the Gospel of Luke, on which the "lm is based, in languages around 
the world. Our cooperation, called The Luke Partnership, provides 
valuable tools needed by church planters for evangelism and 
discipleship.

“Partnerships become the 

thread binding together 

technical e0orts, resource 

provision and end-user 

considerations into a life-

changing project.

“Internal relationships within the Wycli0e 

family of organizations, especially in moving 

toward the Last Languages Initiative, are vital. 

External relationships, especially with impact 

partners, are mission critical to implementing 

our vision.

“Investing the time to focus on identifying the 

impact partners in project context, time to 

develop those partnership relationships and 

time to train Seed Company sta0 to absorb 

the new orientation and values for this to be 

scalable, will present new challenges in a very 

exciting period.”

–R(1 P*/*"'(, 

  President/CEO of !e Seed Company

“We can’t do a single 

recording until that 

translation is done. When 

people hear God’s Word 

in their own language, 

wow—powerful!”

–M("23, J3#4'(, 

  President/CEO of Faith Comes By Hearing

The Adamawa Yobe Luke Partnership 
project in Nigeria is just one example of 
this strategic partnership. This project 
alone serves more than 10 languages in 
Nigeria.

Investor partnerships

Another essential partnership for The Seed 
Company involves those who invest in and 
pray for our Bible translation projects and 
critical programs. These partners receive 
regular updates, which provide needed 
accountability for translation staff and 
offer the partners speci"c prayer requests. 
Prayer is the foundation for everything we 
do. We actively solicit prayer partners for 
every aspect of the work. Some partners 
actually visit the projects they support 
and become personally acquainted with 
the people involved. Other investors 
give strategically toward special funds, 
such as the FIRST Bible Fund or National 
Consultant Fund. These funds make it all 
possible for us to initiate new strategies 
and build increased capacity. Without 
those who invest their funds and their 
prayers, The Seed Company could not do this work. An example of 
committed investors are Ron and Pam Webber.

In spite of a challenging business environment, a dif"cult local 
economy and dealing with the deaths of both of their fathers within 
the year, Ron and Pam committed to a signi"cant gift to help build 
essential Seed Company infrastructure. They were convinced that 
God was leading and would supply the needed funds. In just a few 
weeks after their leap of faith, God provided their company with 
several large contracts, representing more work than they’d had in 
a long time.

Ron said, “In the past, our business endeavors focused on providing 
for our family and our employees. Now, we see it as a piece of a 
larger puzzle God is crafting in our lives. The business is no longer 
about their needs, but about His desires.”
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Other Seed Company 
investors share the 
Webbers’ passion for 
Bible translation.

“The best way to really 
reach people [with the 
Gospel] whom we could 
never, ever get to from 
where we are [is to] pour 
money into getting the 
Word of God into their 
hands. And it just kind 
of clicked with us that 
this was the crux of 
everything. It was really 

our pleasure to be able to invest in such a worthwhile cause.” 
–Pastor Trevor Waybright, Hermiston, Oregon

“Why can you and I invest in a translation project for the Digo and 
know without question that our return is certain? Because it’s not The 
Seed Company’s project, ultimately. It’s not Orlando Grace Church’s 
project, ultimately. It’s the Son of God’s project to reach the Digo, 
and He’s promised that around the throne worshiping the Lion of 
Judah and Lamb of God, will be a representation from the Digo. 
You won’t find a better investment for your resources.” –Pastor Curt 
Heffel"nger, Orlando, Florida

“The Seed Company is important 
to us. We see this as a vital 
connection for the kingdom and 
the Great Commission.” 
–Representative of an 
institutional investor

“I’m a real fan of the Seed 
Company. I was one of the first 
investors to see a complete translation through from start to finish. 
What did I like about this Seed Company program?

“It was a project with a definite beginning and a definite ending—
something that most of us appreciate these days. Because 
indigenous people could do the work, the expense of translation was 
much reduced.” –Roger Tompkins, Senior Vice President, State Farm 
Insurance, Retired

“You won’t find a 

better investment for 

your resources.”

“There is no greater poverty than not having God’s Word in a 
language that can be understood… The Seed Company has been 
faithful to keep Calvary Church informed on all aspects of the [Suba] 
project. The church has sent short-term mission teams to Suba on 
many occasions, and Calvary has had the translation leader visit our 
church twice. God has used The Seed Company to bring our church 
and the Suba people together for ministry. I believe the Suba have 
ministered more to Calvary people than we have to them.” –Bill 
Lineberger, Missions Leader, Columbia, South Carolina

Full Accountability

Bible translation involves the stewardship of both "nances and the 
very Word of God. The Seed Company builds accountability for both 
into everything we do.

Before a translation project begins, "eld personnel submit a 
proposal for review. Once we accept it, The Seed Company provides 
detailed quarterly reports to "nancial investors and prayer partners. 
Each national-led translation project has a clearly de"ned schedule, 
outcomes, milestones and budget.

Stewardship of God’s Word is serious business. That’s why we also 
include multiple steps for checking a translation’s accuracy. Our 
consultants and "eld staff have years of experience in linguistics 
and exegesis that enable them to produce translations that are 
faithful to the original meaning of Scripture. Every translation meets 
all standards of the Forum of Bible Agencies International.

As an organization, we’re committed to maintaining the highest 
ethical and "nancial standards. The Seed Company is a member 
of the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability (ECFA) and 
complies fully with its rules for Christian ministries, including an 
annual independent "nancial audit. Complete audited "nancial 
statements are available upon request.

Eighty-one percent of all gifts to Seed Company translation projects 
are used directly for translation expenses. If we have any residual 
funding at the end of a translation project, it will be used for similar 
translation projects to help additional people groups receive the 
Scriptures.

The Seed Company is governed by a Board that provides general 
direction for priorities, goals and planning. Accountability marks 
every level of Seed Company activity, since ultimately, the workers 
are all accountable to God, who assigned the task.

“We’re impressed with [!e Seed Company’s] 

accountability, the stewardship, the planning… 

I think they’re very wise with their money. 

!ey’re very accountable to each other and to 

God. It makes it easy to give to them because 

you feel like it will be used wisely.”

–J3, B"&//(, 

   Investor, Kansas
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81% of 
project gifts 
are applied 
directly to 
translation 
costs.



Key Organizational Leadership

The Seed Company is able to effectively 
accelerate Bible translation in large part 
because of the dedicated team that make up 
our executive leadership.

The Seed Company’s Executive Leadership 
Team, which includes the President/CEO, 
Senior VP for Advancement, CFO/Senior VP  

of Operations, Senior VP for Field Operations and Director of  
People and Organizational Development, represents decades  
of proven leadership experience in "eld strategy, operations,  
"nance and organizational development. Because the leadership  
team has extensive experience in both the overseas "eld and  
U.S. environments, they can make informed decisions that  
guide strategy in both contexts. The Seed Company encourages 
its leaders to continue the pursuit of excellence, including 
advanced academic studies 
and ongoing development in 
their respective areas.

The Leadership Team is 
committed to excellence, not 
only in the area of work, but 
also in the spiritual arena. The 
Team recognizes the centrality 
of prayer to the integrity and 
success of the Bible translation 
task. Each individual models 
servant leadership and seeks to 
stay accountable to the others 
through regular meetings. The 
Team is also accountable to the 
Board, providing detailed quarterly reports on both task and time 
management.

Quality leadership is seen through the results of the organization 
in its wake. Examination of those results lends credence to the 
high performance and deep commitment of The Seed Company’s 
Leadership Team.

!e Leadership Team 

is committed to 

excellence, not only 

in the area of work, 

but also in spiritual 

areas.

 Results for Eternity        

What a privilege to be a part of providing God’s Word to 
people for the "rst time, celebrating with them, watching 
their tears of joy! God is transforming individuals, 
communities and nations through His Word. Those 
who invest in and pray for Seed Company projects are 
directly involved in changing lives—the ultimate outcome. 
Year by year the number of languages engaged in Bible 
translation through The Seed Company grows. More 
importantly, people—some brand-new to the Word of 
God—are receiving Scripture.

Results, however, cannot be measured simply by 
number of completed projects. Transformed lives and 
communities are the real evidence of impact.

In Timor, the ice of formality in Dela churches is beginning 
to melt as God “speaks” in their day-to-day language 
rather than the formal regional language normally used 
in church. Pastors are preaching clearly from the Dela 
Scriptures. For life change to take place, people must 
hear Him speak to them in the mother tongue they use 
for daily living. Pastors have caught the vision, and they 
are passing it on.

In South Asia, one Manta translator-trainee commented, 
“Though I was a believer, there was no change in my 

inner life. I couldn’t forgive others. I told lies and had all 

kinds of unspiritual thoughts in my heart. After joining the 

translation work and reading God’s Word, I learned many 

new things and my inner life began to change. My faith has 

grown considerably. Now my work, my talk and my deeds 

are changing.”

!e Dilo New Testament dedication in 

Africa began with prayers of thanksgiving 

to God and speeches of gratitude to the 

translators. Pastors gave testimonies; young 

people read from the translated Scriptures. 

Individuals and groups o0ered cultural 

dances and Dilo songs in celebration. Fervor 

built to a peak when some pastors spread the 

new books on a table in the shape of a cross, 

laying their hands on the New Testaments 

and dedicating them to God.

!e emcee announced there would be an 

auction for the first dozen copies. !ese 

would be sold to the highest bidder. 

American visitors were appalled. “Shouldn’t 

the Scriptures be made available to all the 

people for an a0ordable price?”

However, the visitors watched, astounded, 

as one by one chiefs, church leaders 

and other o5cials bought the books for 

anywhere from $50 to $300! When the 

crowd saw how much their leaders and 

elders valued the books, they were happy 

to pay the equivalent of a half-day’s wage 

to buy their own copies. !e traditional 

African auction had proven how precious the 

books were.
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 For Such a Time as This  

After more than 2,000 years 
our generation has the 
awesome privilege and sobering 
responsibility of completing the 
task—bringing His Word to every 
language.

With new strategies, growing 
engagement of the global church, 
technological tools, spiritual 
motivation, prayer support and 
"nancial resources available to 
us, we are not just hoping; we are 
planning to see the last languages reached with God’s 
Word.

We invite you to join us in this eternal work.
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